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Abstract: Applied linguistics means a wide range of actions which include
addressing a few language-based problems or solving some language-based
concerns. Emails stay in the leading positions for business as well as personal
use. This popularity grabs the interest of individuals with malevolent inten-
tions—phishing and spam email assaults. Email filtering mechanisms were
developed incessantly to follow unwanted, malicious content advancement
to protect the end-users. But prevailing solutions were focused on phishing
email filtering and spam and whereas email labelling and analysis were not
fully advanced. Thus, this study provides a solution related to email message
body text automatic classification into phishing and email spam. This paper
presents an Improved Fruitfly Optimization with Stacked Residual Recurrent
Neural Network (IFFO-SRRNN) based on Applied Linguistics for Email
Classification. The presented IFFO-SRRNN technique examines the intrinsic
features of email for the identification of spam emails. At the preliminary
level, the IFFO-SRRNN model follows the email pre-processing stage to
make it compatible with further computation. Next, the SRRNN method
can be useful in recognizing and classifying spam emails. As hyperparameters
of the SRRNN model need to be effectually tuned, the IFFO algorithm can
be utilized as a hyperparameter optimizer. To investigate the effectual email
classification results of the IFFO-SRDL technique, a series of simulations
were taken placed on public datasets, and the comparison outcomes highlight
the enhancements of the IFFO-SRDL method over other recent approaches
with an accuracy of 98.86%.
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1 Introduction

Recently, bulk emails related to commercial purposes have been known as spam, becoming a great
problem over the internet [1]. The individual who sends the spam messages is called the spammer. This
individual gathers email addresses from several websites, viruses, and chatrooms [2,3]. Spam thwarts
the user from making good and complete use of time, network bandwidth, and storage capability.
The massive volume of spam mail flows via the networks has negative effects on the storage space of
email servers [4], computer processing unit (CPU), power user time, and communication bandwidth
[5]. There was an increase in the threat of spam email year by year, accounting for nearly 77% of the
total global email traffic. Users seem to be annoyed when they receive spam emails they did not request
[6]. It also leads to ineffable monetary loss to several users those experiences internet scams and other
fraudulent acts of spammers by whom the spam emails are sent, and they send spam emails to reputable
companies to persuade individuals to disclose personal data such as credit card numbers, passwords,
and Bank Verification Number (BVN). Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of artificial
intelligence (AI) that permits machines to operate natural human languages. NLP was used in several
domains [7]. In this study, the steps of classifying an email, whether spam or not, utilise NLP methods.
The ease of interacting with the arrival of email caused the issue of unsolicited bulk emails, particularly
phishing attacks through emails [8]. Several anti-phishing methods were advanced to solve the issue of
phishing assaults. This study focused on segregating significant emails from spam [9]. One key factor
for classification is the ways in which the messages will be represented. To be specific, one has to decide
which feature to use and how it has to be used when classifying them [10]. Several authors have used
AI in intelligent systems, most of which employed Deep learning (DL) in cybersecurity applications.

Douzi et al. [11] introduce a hybrid technique for spam filtering relevant to the NN method
of Paragraph Vector-Distributed Memory (PV-DM). The author utilizes PV-DM to constitute a
compact representing an email context and its appropriate features. This method indicates a more
comprehensive filter to classify Emails. Shuaib et al. [12] modelled the usage of a metaheuristic
optimizing technique, the whale optimization algorithm (WOA), for choosing prominent features in
the email corpus and rotation forest technique to categorize emails as spam from non-spam. The
complete datasets have been employed, and the assessment of the rotation forest method is executed
previously and after selecting features with WOA. Anitha et al. [13] devised an improvised spam
exposure model related to Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) approach. It can be learned for
higher accuracy in detecting spam. And it is anticipated trivial considerations of spam e-mail detection
complexities.

Saleh [14] proposes the integration of the Chaotic particle swarm optimization (PSO) method
with Artificial Bees Colony (ABC) to minimize the dimensionality of features in a bid to enhance
spam emails classifier accuracy. The structures for every particle in this study have been indicated
in a binary format, that they are transmitted into binary utilizing a sigmoid function. Selecting
the features depends on a fitness function that relies on the gained accuracy utilizing a support
vector machine (SVM). In [15], the author tried identifying spam mail and filtering it at the time
of their communication. The Author devised a Collaborative filtering method hybridized with text
classification (semantics related). The related feature was retrieved from text content. Additionally,
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another content-related filtering technique can be presented that segregates the same spam mail with
better and higher accuracy. In addition to the semantic texts, Content-related filtering will filter the
specialized symbols like @, HTML tags, /, and many more.

Rajendran et al. [16] present one method which employs a hybrid technique for effective spam
detection. A collaborative spam filtering structure utilizing extraction of the fingerprints of the layout
and complete email layout can be suggested for matching and catching the spam sprouting nature.
The collaborative structure employs references from other end-users for creating spam databases. The
incoming mail was checked in contrast to the spam database for spam categorization utilizing a close
duplicate similarity matching method. To minimize false negative and positive ratios in classifying
spam, the author computes cumulative weights from fingerprints as well as email layouts. Fingerprint
signs of new spam, classified, were increasingly upgraded to the spam databases for up-to-date
detecting of spam. Gaurav et al. [17] designed a new spam mail detecting approach related to the
document labelling concept that makes a classification the newer one into spam or ham. In addition,
methods such as random forest (RF), Naive Bayes (NB), and decision tree (DT) were utilized in the
process of classification.

This paper presents an Improved Fruitfly Optimization with Stacked Residual Recurrent Neural
Network (IFFO-SRRNN) based Applied Linguistics for Email Classification. The presented IFFO-
SRRNN technique examines email’s intrinsic features for identifying spam emails. At the preliminary
level, the IFFO-SRRNN model follows email pre-processing stage to make it compatible with further
computation. Next, the SRRNN method can recognise and classify spam emails. As hyperparameters
of the SRRNN model need to be effectually tuned, the IFFO algorithm can be utilized as a
hyperparameter optimizer. A series of simulations were carried out on a public dataset to investigate
the effectual email classification results of the IFFO-SRDL technique.

2 The Proposed Model

In this paper, a novel IFFO-SRRNN methodology has been devised to recognise and classify
emails. The presented IFFO-SRRNN algorithm examines the intrinsic features of email for the
identification of spam emails. Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of IFFO-SRRNN approach.

Figure 1: Block diagram of IFFO-SRRNN approach
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2.1 Email Pre-processing
At the preliminary level, the IFFO-SRRNN model follows email pre-processing to make it

compatible with further computation. An email contains certain properties for classifying legitimate
emails (ham), spam, phishing, or other groups [18]. An email is provided in various file formats; thus,
property extraction must be ready. But for email classification, few added processing is employed for
obtaining some particular features. For instance, a divide phishing email-based features into 2 major
groups: website features and email features. The features belonging to Email were based on emails the
metadata and data and classified into attachment data, header, and body. At the same time, website
features were based on the data that was collected from the email body and connected to it. The
features of the website depended upon the link. Whereas many solutions depend on the data that
is straightforwardly collected through email (the link uniform resource locator (URL) provided as
internet protocol (IP), without a domain name or address; the number of various fields in the links;
and so on.), few solutions even examine the website itself (script code; the website content; etc.) or
utilize certain additional tools for validating the URL.

2.2 Email Classification Using SRRNN Technique
In this study, the SRRNN technique can be utilized to recognise and classify spam emails. Layer

stacking is a conventional method for adding representation power to neural networks [19]. RNN
stacking was effectively employed in various research. But the stacking layer of neural network (NN)
suffers from degradation problems. This is because of the complexity of training multiple stacked layers
and fitting those layers to underlying mapping, resulting in representation degradation.

The solution presented to these problems is the residual connection attempts to generate shortcuts
among non-consecutive layers. However, the residual connection (add the input vector to the hidden
depiction) add numerous limitations on the dimensionality of the input and hidden units that may
need vector clipping, and it could result in data loss.

The novel residual connection is developed for recognizing images, and the residual data is added
to the output of upper layer (F (x) + x). In this study, we require the upper layer of NN to have
direct access to the novel input; therefore, the novel input is attached to the output of lower layer
rather than being added. Using these data, there exists no dimensionality constraint, and we argued
that the presented residual connection is utilized for mixing feature learners of distinct complications.
For instance, once it is armed with the presented residual connection, the upper NN layer acts as
a shallower one-layer feature learner. The two upper layers act are a deep two-layer feature learner.
Eq. (1) illustrates the exact formula of the presented residual connection within the Stacked RNN.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the infrastructure of Bi-RNN. It represents the Bi-RNN function as ρ and the
concat function as ψ .
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Figure 2: Framework of Bi-RNN

2.3 Hyperparameter Tuning
At last, the IFFO algorithm is used as a hyperparameter optimizer. In order to define global

optimization parameters, FFOA is essentially used on the basis of food-finding behaviors of fruit
flies [20]. For feature extraction and selection, we employ IFFO, which efficiently helps to select
considerable features and enhances the efficiency of feature selection. Among several species, fruit flies
(FFs) are superior in sensing and perception, particularly in osphresis. Along with vision, osphresis
organ smells each variety of odours in the environment, and even food source is far from 40 km
distance. Then, to get close to the food position, it exploits sensitive vision to find its flocking location
of company and food and flies in that direction. The random walking in FFOA is replaced with Levy
Flight (LF) behaviours to diminish the computation effort. Therefore, this FFOA can be called an
IFFO. In this study, the extracted feature is inputted to the IFFO and the steps are expounded and
enumerated in the following.

Step 1: Allocate the population of FF group as Min, Nin.

Step 2: Implement random searching for direction and distance via osphresis of FFs. Estimate the
direction and distance of the fruit flies as follows:

Mi = M + Rd, (2)

Ni = N + Rd, (3)

where

Mi—Position of i-th FF,

Ni—Direction of i-th FF,

Rd-Random number.

Rather than exploiting the random searching technique, the LF behaviour is applied to get the
improved feature value. The LF is a random walking while the steps were usually determined based
on the length. It follows a likelihood distribution where the direction of steps must be isotropic and
random.

Levy (λ) = t (−λ) , 1 < λ < 3, (4)
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In Eq. (4), t denotes task completion time, and λ denotes random walk.

Step 3: The food position is unknown; hence, we determined the distance Di, which is evaluated as
follows. Estimate the concentration of smell judgment value by considering the reciprocal of distance
as follows:

Di = √
M2

i + N2
i . (5)

Calculate the smell concentration using Eq. (6)

SCi = 1
Di

. (6)

Step 4: Guess the Objective Function (OF) with respect to SCi, and the maximal smell is assumed
as fitness. It is estimated in the following:

OBi = δ max + δ min + F
n

∑n

k=1
|Ouk − Ouw

k |, (7)

where

OBj-Objective Function or Smell concentration of the i-th fruit flies,

n-Overall amount of training instance.

OBi refers to contingent on the judgment value of smell concentration. The OF value focus on the
maximal fitness values, whereas Ow

k indicates the class value of the ground dataset, Ouk specifies the
predictable output for feature extraction, and F represents the regularization factor:

δ = eigen
(
W × W T

)
, (8)

δ max = max (δ), δ min = min (δ). (9)

Step 5: Estimate the optimal FFs with the maximal smell concentration that can be shown in the
following:

Fbest = Max (SCi). (10)

The maximum values of the smell can be preserved when the FF uses the vision that might move
in the direction of the position which is corresponding to the maximum smell:

Max (SC) = bestsmell. (11)

The position and direction of the FF that provides the maximum value of the smell are shown
below.

M = Mi —best, (12)

N = Ni—best. (13)

Step 6: the process is repeated for steps 2 through 5, and if the smell is higher than the smell
judgment value of previous iteration, later keep the previous iteration values; otherwise, go with the
search technique.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of FFO
Begin

Initialize the place of the FF group as Min, Nin

for every extracted feature, do
Random walk utilizing Eq. (4)

end for
for every feature, do

Calculate the objective function by utilizing Eq. (7)
end for
Calculate the optimal FF using Eq. (10)
Calculate direction and position utilizing Eqs. (12) and (13)
Repeat the above steps
If smell value > smell judgment value, then

Retain the smell value
else

Repeat the smell values
End

3 Performance Validation

The email classification results of the IFFO-SRRNN method are investigated on an email dataset.
The dataset holds 692 spam and 182 phishing emails, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Dataset details

Class No. of emails

Spam 692
Phishing 182

Total number of emails 874

Fig. 3 reports the confusion matrices formed by the IFFO-SRRNN method. On 80% of training
(TR) data, the IFFO-SRRNN algorithm has recognized 533 samples under the spam class and 143
samples under the Phishing class. Also, on 20% of testing (TS) data, the IFFO-SRRNN method has
recognized 140 samples under spam class and 33 samples under the Phishing class. Otherwise, on
70% of TR data, the IFFO-SRRNN approach has recognized 467 samples under spam class and
122 samples under the Phishing class. Finally, on 30% of TS data, the IFFO-SRRNN algorithm has
recognized 212 samples under spam class and 42 samples under the Phishing class.

A brief email classification outcome of the IFFO-SRRNN model on 80% of TR data and 20% of
TS data is exhibited in Table 2. Fig. 4 highlights the classifier results of the IFFO-SRRNN model on
80% of TR data. The results inferred the IFFO-SRRNN method has attained enhanced classification
results. For instance, in spam class, the IFFO-SRRNN model has attained accuy, precn, Fscore, AUCscore,
and Mathew Correlation Coefficient (MCC) of 96.71%, 98.89%, 96.91%, 97.89%, 96.44%, and
90.54% respectively. Along with that, in phishing class, the IFFO-SRRNN approach has gained
accuy, precn, Fscore, AUCscore, and MCC of 96.71%, 89.38%, 95.97%, 92.56%, 96.44%, and 90.54%
correspondingly.
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices of IFFO-SRRNN approach (a) 80% of TR data, (b) 20% of TS data,
(c) 70% of TR data, and (d) 30% of TS data

Fig. 5 portrays the classifier results of the IFFO-SRRNN approach on 20% of TS data. The
results inferred that the IFFO-SRRNN method has attained enhanced classification results. For
instance, in spam class, the IFFO-SRRNN algorithm has obtained accuy, precn, Fscore, AUCscore, and
MCC of 98.86%, 100%, 98.59%, 99.29%, 99.30%, and 96.41% correspondingly. In addition, in phishing
class, the IFFO-SRRNN, methodology has acquired accuy, precn, Fscore, AUCscore, and MCC of 98.86%,
94.29%, 100%, 97.06%, 99.30%, and 96.41% correspondingly.
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Table 2: Result analysis of IFFO-SRRNN approach under 80:20 of TR/TS data

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score AUC score MCC

Training phase (80%)

Spam 96.71 98.89 96.91 97.89 96.44 90.54
Phishing 96.71 89.38 95.97 92.56 96.44 90.54

Average 96.71 94.13 96.44 95.22 96.44 90.54

Testing phase (20%)

Spam 98.86 100.00 98.59 99.29 99.30 96.41
Phishing 98.86 94.29 100.00 97.06 99.30 96.41

Average 98.86 97.14 99.30 98.17 99.30 96.41

Figure 4: Average analysis of IFFO-SRRNN approach under 80% of TR data

A brief email classification outcome of the IFFO-SRRNN method on 70% of TR data and
30% of TS data is shown in Table 3. Fig. 6 emphasizes the classifier results of the IFFO-SRRNN
approach on the 70% of TR data. The results implicit in the IFFO-SRRNN method have gained
enhanced classification results. For example, in spam class, the IFFO-SRRNN method has acquired
attained accuy, precn, Fscore, AUCscore, and MCC of 96.40%, 97.49%, 97.90%, 97.70%, 94.47%, and
89.43% correspondingly. Additionally, in phishing class, the IFFO-SRRNN approach has reached
attained accuy, precn, Fscore, AUCscore, and MCC of 96.40%, 92.42%, 91.04%, 91.73%, 94.47%, and
89.43% correspondingly.
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Figure 5: Average analysis of IFFO-SRRNN approach under 20% of TS data

Table 3: Result analysis of IFFO-SRRNN approach under 70:30 of TR/TS data

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score AUC score MCC

Training phase (70%)

Spam 96.40 97.49 97.90 97.70 94.47 89.43
Phishing 96.40 92.42 91.04 91.73 94.47 89.43

Average 96.40 94.96 94.47 94.71 94.47 89.43

Testing phase (30%)

Spam 96.58 97.25 98.60 97.92 93.05 88.31
Phishing 96.58 93.33 87.50 90.32 93.05 88.31

Average 96.58 95.29 93.05 94.12 93.05 88.31

Fig. 7 displays the classifier results of the IFFO-SRRNN approach on 30% of TS data. The
outcomes inferred the IFFO-SRRNN method had gained enhanced classification results. For example,
in spam class, the IFFO-SRRNN model has attained accuy, precn, Fscore, AUCscore, and MCC of 96.58%,
92.75%, 98.60%, 97.92%, 93.05%, and 88.31% correspondingly. In addition, in phishing class, the
IFFO-SRRNN model has reached attained accuy, precn, Fscore, AUCscore, and MCC of 96.58%, 93.33%,
87.50%, 90.32%, 93.05%, and 88.31% correspondingly.

The training accuracy (TRA) and validation accuracy (VLA) acquired by the IFFO-SRRNN
methodology on the test dataset is shown in Fig. 8. The experimental result implicit the IFFO-SRRNN
approach has achieved maximal values of TRA and VLA. Seemingly the VLA is greater than TRA.
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Figure 6: Average analysis of IFFO-SRRNN approach under 70% of TR data

Figure 7: Average analysis of IFFO-SRRNN approach under 30% of TS data

The training loss (TRL) and validation loss (VLL) attained by the IFFO-SRRNN method on
the test dataset are presented in Fig. 9. The experimental result denoted the IFFO-SRRNN method
exhibited minimal values of TRL and VLL. Particularly, the VLL is lesser than TRL.
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Figure 8: TRA and VLA analysis of the IFFO-SRRNN approach

Figure 9: TRL and VLL analysis of the IFFO-SRRNN approach

A clear precision-recall analysis of the IFFO-SRRNN technique on the test dataset is portrayed
in Fig. 10. The figure denoted the IFFO-SRRNN methodology has resulted in enhanced values of
precision-recall values in all classes.
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Figure 10: Precision-recall analysis of the IFFO-SRRNN approach

A brief ROC analysis of the IFFO-SRRNN method on the test dataset is exhibited in Fig. 11. The
results indicated the IFFO-SRRNN method had shown its capability in classifying distinct classes on
the test dataset.

Figure 11: ROC analysis of the IFFO-SRRNN approach

The comparative email classification outcomes of the IFFO-SRRNN model with recent models
are made in Table 4. The obtained values indicated that the IFFO-SRRNN model had shown
enhanced outcomes under all measures [18].
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Table 4: Comparative analysis of the IFFO-SRRNN approach with existing methodologies

Methods Accuracy Precision Recall F score AUC

Naïve bayes 59.67 93.39 20.93 35.26 67.84
Linear model 83.25 80.06 88.75 83.58 89.50
Fast large margin 83.00 78.97 90.49 84.43 93.03
GB trees 57.60 93.59 13.72 23.95 98.21
SVM model 83.46 78.60 95.31 86.12 92.15
IFFO-SRRNN 98.86 97.14 99.30 98.17 99.30

Fig. 12 reports a detailed accuy assessment of the IFFO-SRRNN model with recent approaches.
The results demonstrated that the gradient boosting trees (GBTrees) and NB models had shown
poor performance with minimal accuy of 57.60% and 59.67%. Followed by the linear model, Fast
large margin and SVM models have obtained moderately closer accuy of 83.25%, 83%, and 83.46%,
respectively. But the IFFO-SRRNN model has shown enhanced performance with a maximum accuy

of 98.86%.

Figure 12: Accuy analysis of IFFO-SRRNN approach with existing methodologies

Fig. 13 demonstrates a brief prenc assessment of the IFFO-SRRNN technique with recent
approaches. The results denoted that the GBTrees, and NB algorithms have exhibited poor perfor-
mance with minimal prenc of 93.59% and 93.39%. then, the linear model, Fast large margin, and SVM
techniques have gained moderately closer prenc of 80.06%, 78.97%, and 78.60%, correspondingly. But
the IFFO-SRRNN approach has exhibited enhanced performance with maximum prenc of 97.14%.
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Figure 13: Prenc analysis of IFFO-SRRNN approach with existing methodologies

Fig. 14 illustrates a compressive recal assessment of the IFFO-SRRNN approach with recent
approaches. The results represented the GBTrees, and techniques have established poor performance
with minimal recal of 13.72% and 20.93%. Next, the linear model, Fast large margin, and SVM
approaches have reached moderately closer recal of 88.75%, 90.49%, and 95.31%, correspondingly.
But the IFFO-SRRNN method has displayed enhanced performance with maximum recal of 99.30%.

Figure 14: Recal analysis of IFFO-SRRNN approach with existing methodologies

4 Conclusion

In this article, a new IFFO-SRRNN method has been projected for the recognition and classi-
fication of emails. The presented IFFO-SRRNN algorithm examines the intrinsic features of email
for the identification of spam emails. At the preliminary level, the IFFO-SRRNN model follows
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email pre-processing stage to make it compatible for further computation. Next, the SRRNN methid
can be employed for the recognition and classification of spam emails. As hyperparameters of
the SRRNN model need to be effectually tuned, the IFFO algorithm is used as hyperparameter
optimizer. To investigate the effectual email classification results of the IFFO-SRDL technique,
a series of simulations were performed on public dataset and the comparison outcomes highlight
the enhancements of the IFFO-SRDL methodology over other recent approaches with accuracy of
98.86%. In the future, the presented IFFO-SRRNN approach was tested on large scale real time email
datasets.
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